Smarter Balanced Paper-Pencil Test
English Glossary Student Resource Sheet
Grade 4 ELA
Directions for Student Use:
• Students should use this Glossary Resource Sheet in conjunction with their
(ELA) test booklet.
• Some items in your test booklet include words where a definition or synonym
may help you in understanding the test question. Items that contain these
words are identified by their item number in the first column.
Item
Number

Items with English Glossaries
(words and their definitions and/or synonyms)
Session 1

Sample B

responsible for: in charge of

Sample C

turned it out: made it leave

5.

section: part
encourage: try to get someone to do something
attend: go to
popular: liked by many people

6.

leagues: groups of teams that play each other
successful: having a good result
scouts: people sent out to get information
compete: trying to win something that someone else is also
trying to win
expanded: got bigger

8.

economic: having to do with money
blame: holding someone responsible for something bad that
has happened
invention: new thing that is created or made

9.

popular: liked by many people
league: group of teams that play each other
expanded: got bigger
attended: went to
professional: done as a job for money
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11.

beetle: insect with four wings, two that are used to protect its
front and two used to fly
crawling: moving low to the ground
rude: not polite

12.

wise: smart
offers: makes available
valuable: worth a lot
lesson: thing learned
signals: gives a sign

13.

talent: a special ability to do something well
achieved: reached or gotten
judgments: careful decisions
boast: brag

14.

crawling: moving low to the ground
distance: space between two things

15.

stay in shape: continue to be healthy and fit

16.

relationship: connection

17.

inferred: to come to a conclusion based on facts
stumped: not sure about how to do something
based on: made by using something else as a starting point

18.

recipe: set of instructions for making food
swiss cheese: firm, pale yellow type of cheese that has
many holes
binder: notebook
downtown: where stores and businesses are in a city

20.

memories: thoughts of past experiences
recipes: set of instructions for making food
block: part of a neighborhood
cooked her dishes: made food

24.

assigned: gave someone something to do
complete: finish

25.

relative pronoun: a pronoun such as ‘who,’ ‘that,’ or ‘which’
that introduces extra information in a sentence

26.

description: A statement about what someone or something
is like
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27.

opinion: a person’s way of thinking about something
traditional: most common; not new or different
prefer: like one thing more than another thing

30.

cubby: a tub or place for a child’s things
rumbled: made noises because of hunger
details: small items or particulars
description: use of words to tell what something is or was like

33.

research report: a piece of writing that includes facts and
information about a topic
surroundings: places around someone or something
species: groups of animals that are similar to each other
behaves: acts
aquarium: place where creatures that live in water are kept so
that people can see them

34.

recorded: written down to be remembered
involved: included, had a part in
passing: moving or throwing something from one person to
another

36.

protect: save from harm, loss, or damage
splitting: breaking into parts, dividing
separate: not connected, apart

38.

astronauts: people who travel into outer space
advances: improvements
NASA: the United States agency that develops and makes
flights into outer space; its full title is National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
gravity: the force that pulls things toward Earth
earn a ticket: allowed to go
Session 2

45.

modern:  relating to the present time

46.

astronomy: the study of stars, planets, and other objects in
outer space
misunderstood: made a mistake about

47.

extra: additional, more than usual
Lunar: having to do with the moon
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